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Abstract: In the current era of e-commerce, users are overwhelmed with countless products, mak-
ing it difficult to find relevant items. Recommendation systems generate suggestions based on
user preferences, to avoid information overload. Collaborative filtering is a widely used model
in modern recommendation systems. Despite its popularity, collaborative filtering has limitations
that researchers aim to overcome. In this paper, we enhance the K-nearest neighbor (KNN)-based
collaborative filtering algorithm for a recommendation system, by considering the similarity of user
cognition. This enhancement aimed to improve the accuracy in grouping users and generating more
relevant recommendations for the active user. The experimental results showed that the proposed
model outperformed benchmark models, in terms of MAE, RMSE, MAP, and NDCG metrics.

Keywords: adaptive K-nearest neighbor; collaborative filtering; recommendation system; user cognition

1. Introduction

Collaborative filtering techniques are commonly employed by recommendation sys-
tems to provide personalized recommendations based on the prior behavior of users and
their preferences [1–4]. However, recent studies have identified several drawbacks and
challenges that need to be addressed. One significant problem is the cold start issue, where
the system struggles to make recommendations for new items or users with no prior interac-
tion history, resulting in poor performance and usability for novice users [5,6]. To overcome
this challenge, innovative strategies such as a hybrid recommendation system combining
collaborative filtering with content-based algorithms and performance enhancements are
being developed [2,4,5]. Another challenge faced by collaborative filtering is the sparsity
problem, where there are not enough overlapping user–item interactions to produce reliable
recommendations, which can occur in large datasets or for specialized products that are not
widely used. Several approaches have been proposed to address this issue, such as matrix
factorization models, clustering techniques, and graph-based algorithms [7]. However,
collaborative filtering outcomes are not always transparent or easily interpretable, which is
another drawback. It can be challenging to understand how recommendations are made
and what influences collaborative filtering models.

The KNN-based collaborative filtering algorithm is a widely used technique in rec-
ommendation systems. The fundamental principle of collaborative filtering is to predict
user preferences by identifying other users with similar preferences and using their ratings
to make recommendations. The KNN-based collaborative filtering algorithm is a type of
collaborative filtering that assigns ratings to items by leveraging the ratings of the K most
similar users to the target user. The KNN algorithm measures the similarity between users
using a distance metric (e.g., Euclidean distance, cosine similarity, and Pearson correlation
coefficient). It then identifies the K users who are most similar to the target user and
calculates a weighted average of their ratings for each item. These weights are determined
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using similarity scores between the target user and each of the K users. The predicted
rating for an item is the weighted average of the ratings of K users. Figure 1 illustrates an
example of how KNN-based collaborative filtering is used.
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Figure 1. An example of collaborative filtering with the KNN algorithm.

Suppose we have a dataset of movie ratings from various users. The objective is to
recommend new movies to each user based on their past preferences. To represent the data,
we can create a matrix where each row corresponds to a user and each column represents
a movie. The matrix entries contain the ratings given by each user to each movie. To
implement collaborative filtering with KNN, we first select a user for whom we want to
make recommendations. We then find the K-nearest neighbors of that user based on their
past ratings, employing a similarity measure. Once the K-nearest neighbors have been
identified, we use the ratings of the neighbors to predict the ratings of the target user for
movies they have not yet watched, taking a weighted average of the neighbor ratings, where
the weights are the similarities between the target user and the neighbors. Finally, based on
the predicted ratings, we recommend the top-rated movies to the target user. For example,
in Figure 1, user A has rated the movies “The Godfather” and “Star Wars” highly, and user B
has also rated those movies highly, then we might recommend other similar movies (highly
rated by B, “Avengers”) to user A, based on the ratings of user B. This example illustrates
the effectiveness of collaborative filtering based on the KNN algorithm. However, due to
the high dimensionality of the data, the KNN algorithm is computationally expensive for
large datasets, making it impractical for real-world applications. Finally, the algorithm may
suffer from the so-called popularity bias, where items with a large number of ratings are
more likely to be recommended, obscuring other items that may interest users.

In this paper, we propose an adaptive recommendation framework that leverages
user cognition to provide more practical recommendations. Specifically, our framework
aims to overcome the cold start problem by extending the collaborative filtering model
with an adaptive KNN algorithm. The proposed recommendation framework consists of
three steps. First, the adaptive KNN algorithm is used to cluster users based on their past
interactions with the system. Second, we incorporate a user cognition parameter into the
cosine similarity metric to dynamically update the user clusters. After updating the user
clusters, we generate personalized predicted items to recommend to the active user. Our
approach offers a more accurate and personalized recommendation system, particularly
for new users who have limited interactions with the system.

The remainder of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we provide an overview of
the KNN algorithm and recent research on recommendation systems. Section 3 presents
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our proposed method, which is an adaptive KNN-based collaborative filtering model
for recommendation services. We describe the algorithm and explain how it overcomes
the limitations of traditional collaborative filtering models. In Section 4, we present the
experimental results and a discussion of the findings. Finally, Section 5 concludes the work
and outlines future research.

2. Related Work

Most research on recommendation systems today is based on collaborative filtering [8,9].
Collaborative filtering can be divided into two main types: memory-based and model-based
algorithms. Memory-based algorithms find users with similar preferences and generate
recommendations by analyzing the neighborhood of the target user [9]. These algorithms
use various similarity functions, such as the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC), to mea-
sure the similarity between users or items and then calculate a weighted average of ratings
provided by neighboring users, to make predictions. While memory-based algorithms
benefit from the most recent information, processing many neighbors can be computa-
tionally expensive, especially for large user databases. To address this issue, model-based
algorithms have been developed [10,11] that incorporate data mining methods to create a
model of user ratings and forecast preferences using those models. However, these meth-
ods require significant computational resources to process large datasets. Recently, hybrid
methods that combine collaborative and content-based filtering have been introduced. The
inclusion of semantic information has been used to formalize and classify user attributes
and products [12]. These methods aim to address the limitations of traditional collaborative
filtering algorithms and improve the accuracy of recommendations.

Recently, several versions of the KNN algorithm have been introduced, each with its
own set of advantages and disadvantages. For instance, a pattern classification method uti-
lizing two nearest neighbors, specifically the nearest neighbor line and the nearest neighbor
plane, was introduced by Zheng et al. [13]. In the field of nearest neighbor classification,
Gao and Wang [14] proposed a center-based method, while Cevikalp et al. [15] explored the
leaping hyper disk of each training class. The efficiency of the KNN classifier was investi-
gated by Hernández-Rodríguez et al. [16], who suggested utilizing a tree structure to select
the K most similar neighbors, for improved performance. Zhou and Yu [17] introduced an
ensemble framework based on the KNN classifier, while Domeniconi and Yan [18] exam-
ined the KNN ensemble method and its correlation with error and accuracy. Altinçay [19]
designed a multimodal perturbation-based nearest neighbor classifier ensemble through
experimentation. Yang et al. [20] used a KNN classifier to classify hyperspectral image data.

Several personalized recommendation systems have been developed in recent years,
each with a distinct approach and strengths. Subramaniyaswamy et al. [21] developed
a system that uses a domain-specific ontology and an adaptive KNN algorithm, outper-
forming associative classification algorithms and solving sparsity and cold start issues.
Zhang et al. [22] introduced a collaborative user network embedding (CUNE) approach
that efficiently identified the top-k semantic friends of users, enhancing traditional model-
based recommendation systems. Feng et al. [23] presented a co-cluster-based user–item
community detection recommendation system (UICDR) that partitions subgroups of users
and items based on their interactions using co-clustering. Walek et al. [24] developed a
hybrid recommendation system called Predictory, combining singular value decomposition
(SVD)-based collaborative filtering, content-based systems, and a fuzzy expert system.
Bathla et al. [25] proposed the AutoTrustRec system, which combines autoencoders and
social trust to improve recommendation accuracy. The INHeritance-Based Prediction
(INH-BP) technique was proposed by Alhijawi et al. [26] to address recommendation sys-
tem problems through the use of a genetic algorithm applied to collaborative filtering.
Experimental evaluation of the MovieLens datasets [27], which describe the expressed
preferences of users for movies and are provided by GroupLens Research at the University
of Minnesota, demonstrated that the INH-BP method outperformed traditional techniques.
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In addition, several studies have contributed to the field of recommendation systems
by addressing various aspects, such as user perception, dynamic modeling, trust infer-
ence, contextualization, and algorithm comparison. They provided insights into different
techniques and approaches, to enhance the accuracy and effectiveness of recommendation
systems in diverse domains. Mican and Sitar-Taut [28] examined how the perceived value
of information sources and recommendation systems affected the buying propensity of
consumers. An attention-based dynamic user modeling and deep collaborative filtering
recommendation technique was proposed by Wang et al. [29]. They made better recom-
mendations for collaborative filtering by utilizing attention mechanisms to capture the
changing interests of users. MRS OZ, an organizational recommendation system for Inter-
net commerce, was first presented by Sitar-Taut and Mican [30]. The Onicescu method and
Zipf’s law were the foundation of the system for creating tailored suggestions for users in
e-commerce scenarios. A method for a recommendation systems that is knowledge-driven
and uses digital nudging was given by Sitar-Taut et al. [31]. To include domain information
in the recommendation process and effectively influence user preferences, their approach
used a modified Onicescu technique. For the purpose of capturing the evolution of user
preferences over time, Koren [32] presented a collaborative filtering technique with tempo-
ral dynamics. By taking into account the temporal elements of user–item interactions, the
strategy sought to increase the recommendation accuracy.

Furthermore, collaborative filtering recommendation algorithms for e-commerce were
contrasted by Huang et al. [33]. They assessed several algorithms and went over their
advantages and disadvantages in relation to e-commerce applications. AgreRelTrust was
created by Zahir et al. [34] as a trust inference model for memory-based collaborative
filtering recommendation systems. The approach was designed to infer implicit trust ties
among users, to improve recommendation accuracy. A collaborative filtering recommen-
dation system based on user attributes and TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document
frequency) was suggested by Ni et al. [35]. They used a technique that took into account
both user and item attributes, to enhance the quality of suggestions. Guo and Lu [36]
proposed a collaborative, contextual filtering recommendation approach, which included
user interest drift features. The model generated context-aware suggestions, while taking
into account the evolution of user preferences over time. A recommendation system that
combines SVD and weight point rank (WPR) methods was proposed by Widiyaningtyas et
al. [37]. Their strategy used item ranking and matrix factorization techniques to increase
the suggestion accuracy. To solve the cold start issue, Hasan and Roy [38] suggested an
item–item collaborative filtering recommendation system that made use of genre and trust
information. In the absence of user preferences, their approach relied on user connections
of trust and factored in the item genre similarity to produce suggestions.

3. Adaptive KNN-Based Extended Collaborative Filtering Model

In this section, we first present the basic KNN-based collaborative filtering algorithm
and then propose a new collaborative filtering model based on an adaptive KNN algorithm
with a user cognition concept.

3.1. Preliminaries

Recommendation systems based on collaborative filtering aim to recommend items
of high interest to users by either predicting the rating that a user would give to an
item or estimating the probability of interaction between the user and the item. The
recommendation process can be simplified as identifying the top N items for which a
user u would provide the highest possible ratings and then presenting them to the user u.
Mathematically, this can be defined as follows:

Top(u, N) =
N

argmax
i∈I

r̂ui (1)
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where I refers to the list of recommendable items, N is the number of items to recommend,
and r̂ui is the rating predicted by the recommendation system for user u for item i.

The main idea behind KNN-based collaborative filtering is to find the K most similar
users to a target user based on their past behaviors and then recommend items that similar
users have also liked or interacted with. The prediction of the rating for user u on item i is
formulated as follows:

r̂ui = r̄u +
∑v∈UK

ui
sim(u, v)(rvi − r̄v)

∑v∈UK
ui
|sim(u, v)| (2)

where UK
ui denotes the set of K nearest neighbors of user u who has rated item i, rvi is the

actual rating given by neighbor v for item i, and r̄u and r̄v are the average ratings of each
user (u and neighbor v) calculated based on their rating history. The similarity sim(u, v)
between users is calculated using a distance metric, such as cosine similarity or Pearson
correlation coefficient. However, the value of K in a KNN-based collaborative filtering
algorithm is usually fixed and determined prior to the recommendation process. This may
not be optimal, as different users may have different preferences and levels of similarity,
and this inflexibility can lead to suboptimal recommendations. Additionally, KNN-based
collaborative filtering may not perform well for large datasets or when there are sparse
user–item interactions.

3.2. Adaptive KNN-Based Collaborative Filtering with User Cognition

Adaptive K-Nearest Neighbors (AKNN) is an improved version of the KNN algorithm.
The traditional KNN uses a fixed distance metric to classify data points, which can lead to
errors when dealing with high-dimensional data or when the structure of the data changes
over time. AKNN addresses this issue by adjusting its distance metric based on the local
structure of the data. AKNN achieves this by using a local density estimation approach,
such as kernel density estimation or nearest neighbor density estimation. It estimates
the local density around each data point in the training set and uses this information to
calculate a weighted distance metric that considers the underlying structure of the data.
AKNN can adapt to changes in the underlying structure of the data over time, leading to
better classification outcomes. The AKNN algorithm involves several steps, as follows:

1. Find the appropriate K value: selecting K used for making predictions is usually
achieved by cross-validation or other model selection techniques;

2. Estimate local density: AKNN estimates the local density around each data point using
techniques such as kernel density estimation or nearest neighbor density estimation.
This involves calculating a kernel density estimate using a predetermined function
and bandwidth parameter or taking the average distance between each data point
and its nearest neighbors;

3. Define an adaptive distance metric: after estimating the local density, AKNN creates
an adaptive distance metric that considers the local structure of the data. Typically,
the distance between pairs of data points is weighted based on their respective local
densities;

4. Classify new data points: AKNN uses the adaptive distance metric to classify new
data points based on their proximity to the nearest K neighbors. The class label is
assigned based on a majority vote among the K nearest neighbors, weighted by their
local densities.

We have developed a new recommendation model called ExtKNNCF, which utilizes
the AKNN algorithm with user cognition parameters to create a list of top-N recommenda-
tions. The definition of user cognition is as follows:
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User Cognition: For a given user u who interacts within a specific domain of a recommendation
system, we define the user cognition Cu as the set of items that the user u has interacted with.
The value of each element in Cu is set to 1 if the user u confirms that the items are similar, and 0
otherwise. The user cognition for the user u is formulated as follows:

Cu = 〈in|1 6 n 6 N〉 (3)

The AKNN-based collaborative filtering algorithm is used in the prediction process,
to generate a recommended list optimized for popularity and closeness, measured by
cognitive similarities, to the preferences of the active user. The cognitive similarities are
determined by estimating the Euclidean distance metric between users. The number of
interactions with items by users is considered the user cognition and represented as a
vector input in this stage. The Euclidean distance is then calculated to measure the distance
between users, followed by the computation of cosine similarity to determine the most
similar users in terms of their cognition. Let UK

ui be the set of top-K similar neighbors of
user u who have cognitive similarity data of item i. Given the cognitive similarity matrix C,
the predicted cognitive similarity value for user u to item i is computed as follows:

ĉui = dui +
∑v∈UK

ui
(cvi − dvi) sim(u, v)

∑v∈UK
ui
| sim(u, v)| (4)

where dui and dvi are biased cognitive similarity values for user u and neighbor v to item
i, respectively, and sim(u, v) is the cognitive similarity between user u and v. To avoid
overfitting, the average of the Euclidean measurements is set as a cognitive threshold,
which determines whether to consider user cognition. In addition, a cognitive weight is
considered to represent the importance of user cognition in the final distance calculation.
Algorithm 1 illustrates the proposed ExtKNNCF approach (we have incorporated syntax
from Python and the Numpy library).

Algorithm 1 aims to use the cognitive similarities of a test instance with its nearest
neighbors in the training dataset to predict its class label. Its input includes a training
dataset D, a test instance x, the minimum and the maximum number of neighbors (Kmin
and Kmax), and user cognition parameters (weight and threshold). The algorithm takes into
account the user cognition parameters, including cognitive weight and cognitive threshold,
to calculate the final distance between the neighbors and the test instance. The cognitive
weight represents the importance of user cognition in the final distance calculation, while
the cognitive threshold determines whether to consider user cognition. The algorithm
uses the KNN algorithm to find the K nearest neighbors of the test instance in the training
dataset, where K is initialized as Kmax. It calculates the final distance between each neighbor
and the test instance by considering their Euclidean distance and the similarity between
their user cognition. It sorts the neighbors based on their final distances and adjusts K
based on the feedback of the user. Then, it makes a prediction based on the neighbors with
the new value of K. The algorithm exits the loop when K equals the minimum value of K
(K = Kmin) or the predicted class label differs from the class label of the nearest neighbor.
Finally, it returns the predicted class label.

In summary, ExtKNNCF can dynamically adjust the value of K based on data sparsity.
The algorithm consists of two main steps: neighborhood selection, and rating prediction. In
the first step, the most relevant neighbors for a given user/item are identified based on their
similarity scores (measured using cognitive similarities). In the second step, ExtKNNCF
computes the predicted rating for a user/item by taking a weighted average of the ratings
of its neighbors, where the weights are proportional to their similarity scores. These weights
are adjusted according to the data sparsity using a density-based weighting scheme. The
scheme assigns higher weights to closer neighbors in dense areas and lower weights to
farther neighbors in sparse areas.
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Algorithm 1 AKNN-based collaborative filtering with user cognition parameters (ExtKNNCF)

Require: Training dataset D; test instance x; minimum and maximum number of neighbors
Kmin, Kmax; user Cognition parameters = {cognitive_weight, cognitive_threshold}

Ensure: The class label of x predicted by the ExtKNNCF algorithm
1: Initialize K = Kmax
2: # Repeat until a class label is predicted
3: while True:
4: # Find the K nearest neighbors of x in D, K is the number of neighbors
5: neighbors = D[np.argsort(cdist(D, np.array([x])), :K]]
6: # Calculate the final distance between the neighbors and x
7: final_distances = []
8: for neighbor in neighbors:
9: # Calculate the Euclidean distance between the neighbor and x

10: d_euc = np.linalg.norm(x − neighbor)
11: # Calculate cosine similarity between the user cognition of the neighbor and x
12: s_cog = cosine_similarity(x.cognition, neighbor.cognition)
13: if s_cog < cognitive_threshold:
14: final_distance = d_euc
15: else:
16: final_distance = (1 − cognitive_weight) * d_euc + cognitive_weight * s_cog
17: final_distances.append((neighbor, final_distance))
18: # Sort the final_distances list by final distance
19: final_distances.sort(key=lambda x: x[1])
20: # Checking K value to make prediction/exit loop
21: if K == Kmin:
22: y_pred = np.argmax(np.bincount(neighbors[:, −1].astype(int)))
23: break
24: K −= 1
25: if K < Kmin:
26: K = Kmax
27: if K == Kmax:
28: continue
29: # Make a prediction using the neighbors with the new value of K
30: y_pred = np.argmax(np.bincount(neighbors[:, −1].astype(int)))
31: if K == Kmin or y_pred != neighbors[0, −1]:
32: break
33: # Return the predicted class label
34: return y_pred

4. Experiments

In this section, we compare the performance and effectiveness of the recommendations
generated by the proposed model with the baselines. We provide details of the datasets,
settings, and experimental results in the following subsections.

4.1. Datasets

We used the MovieLens (https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/ (accessed on
20 April 2023)) datasets [27], consisting of MovieLens-100 K and MovieLens-1 M, for our
experiments, since they are considered the standard datasets for assessing recommendation
methods. The ratings in the MovieLens dataset range on a 5-star system, with one being the
most “unliked” and five denoting highly “liked”. The MovieLens-100K dataset includes
100,000 ratings from 943 users on 1682 movies, while the MovieLens-1M dataset has 1 mil-
lion ratings from 6040 users on 3900 movies. In addition, we incorporated a ratings-based
characteristic to decide whether to recommend the movie, to simplify the categorization
process. The movie is considered “recommended” if the rating ranges from 3 to 5, while it
is regarded as “not recommended” when it has a rating of 1 or 2. The two datasets were
divided into two sets, with 80% assigned to training and the remaining 20% for testing for
each experiment. The statistics of the two datasets are shown in Table 1.

https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
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Table 1. Statistics of the MovieLens datasets (100 K and 1 M).

MovieLens-100 k MovieLens-1 M

Number of Users 943 6040
Number of Items 1682 3900
Ratings 100,000 1,000,209
Sparsity 93.70% 99.75%
Rating Range 1–5 1–5
Average Rating 3.53 3.61

4.2. Benchmarks

We compare the proposed collaborative filtering method, ExtKNNCF, to different
variations of the KNN-based collaborative filtering and co-clustering collaborative filtering
methods, as follows:

• KNN-Basic: a basic KNN-based collaborative filtering algorithm that utilizes dis-
tance measurements between samples and other data points in a dataset to predict
ratings. It identifies the K-nearest neighbors and utilizes majority voting to make
rating predictions;

• KNN-w-Baseline: a basic KNN-based collaborative filtering algorithm that takes into
account a baseline rating [39] to discover the functional connections between an input
and output for rating prediction;

• KNN-w-Means: a basic KNN-based collaborative filtering algorithm that takes into
account the mean ratings of each user. It computes the mean values for both item and
user ratings and uses them to predict ratings;

• Co-Clustering: a collaborative filtering algorithm based on Co-Clustering [40]. Co-
Clustering is a process that can efficiently handle high-dimensional and sparse data
by simultaneously clustering the columns and rows of a matrix. Unlike traditional
clustering, co-clustering seeks to identify blocks (or clusters) of rows and columns that
are correlated and exhibit similar performance on a particular subset of columns, or
vice versa.

The details of all methods are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Details of the baseline and proposed methods used for the experiments.

Method Algorithm Type Rating Prediction Advance Features

KNN-Basic Memory-based Weighted Average
KNN-w-Baseline Memory-based Baseline Estimate
KNN-w-Means Memory-based Mean-centered
Co-Clustering Model-based Baseline Estimate Cluster Analysis
ExtKNNCF Model-based SVD-based Top-N Recommendations

To evaluate the performance of the recommendation system, we employed four
commonly-used evaluation metrics: mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean squared
error (RMSE) to measure the accuracy of rating predictions [41], and mean average preci-
sion (MAP) and normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) to assess the relevance
and ranking of recommended items [42]. MAE and RMSE can range from 0 to infinity, with
lower values indicating a better performance. MAP and NDCG can range from 0 to 1, with
higher values indicating a better performance. The details of the metrics are as follows:

MAE measures the average absolute difference between predicted and actual ratings
for a set of items. It is defined as follows:

MAE =
1
n ∑

u,i
|rui − r̂ui| (5)
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where n is the total number of ratings, rui is the actual rating given by user u to item i, and
r̂ui is the predicted rating for item i by the recommendation system.

RMSE takes into account the squared differences between predicted and actual ratings.
The formula for RMSE is as follows:

RMSE =

√
1
n ∑

u,i
(rui − r̂ui)2 (6)

MAP measures the mean of average precision for all users, where precision is the
fraction of relevant items among the recommended ones. It is calculated as follows:

MAP@N =
1
|U|

|U|

∑
u=1

1
min(N, nu)

N

∑
i=1

Precision(u, i) · rel(u, i) (7)

where U is the set of users, N is the number of recommended items per user, @N represents
the top-N recommended items, nu is the number of relevant items for user u, Precision(u, i)
is the precision at position i for user u, and rel(u, i) is an indicator function that is 1 if item i
is relevant for user u and 0 otherwise.

NDCG is a ranking quality metric that considers the relevance and position of recom-
mended items. It reduces the relevance of items at higher positions and normalizes the
result using the ideal ranking. It is calculated as follows:

NDCG@N =
DCG@N
IDCG@N

(8)

where N is the number of recommendations displayed to the user, @N represents the

top-N recommended items, DCG@N = ∑N
i=1

(2reli−1)
log2(i+1) is the discounted cumulative gain at

position N, reli is the relevance score of the ith recommended item, i is the position of the
item in the ranking, and IDCG@N is the ideal discounted cumulative gain at position N,
which is computed by sorting the items by their relevance scores and computing the DCG
of the sorted list.

4.3. Experimental Results and Discussions

Our experiments aimed to assess the effectiveness of the proposed ExtKNNCF model
for recommending movies, as compared to various benchmarks. To achieve this, we
conducted experiments on the MovieLens dataset and used several evaluation metrics,
including MAE, RSME, MAP, and NDCG. By comparing the performance of our proposed
model with the benchmarks using these metrics, we aimed to demonstrate the effectiveness
and superiority of our approach. The number of recommended items N was set to 25.
We first ran the experiment on the MovieLens-100k dataset, to evaluate the prediction
performance of the proposed method compared with the baselines. Then, we deployed the
same experiment with the other dataset, the MovieLens-1M dataset, since more benchmark
datasets would to help validate the effectiveness of the proposed model. Table 3 presents
the experimental results of the five methods based on the MAE, RMSE, MAP, and NDCG
metrics. Lower MAE and RMSE values indicate better performance of rating prediction
accuracy, whereas higher MAP and NDCG values suggest better recommendations. As
shown in Table 3, the proposed method, ExtKNNCF, outperformed all other methods, in
terms of MAE and RMSE. Co-clustering also performed well, with the second-lowest MAE
and RMSE values. Model-based methods, such as co-clustering and ExtKNNCF, tended
to perform better than memory-based methods, such as KNN-Basic, KNN-w-Baseline,
and KNN-w-Means, as the latter had higher MAE and RMSE values. Regarding the MAP
and NDCG in Table 3, ExtKNNCF demonstrated superior performance on both datasets,
MovieLens-100K and MovieLens-1M, with the highest values among all the methods.
Co-clustering also performed well, with the second-highest values for both metrics. The
memory-based methods had inferior performance for both metrics compared to the model-
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based methods. For the first experiment on the MovieLens-100K dataset, the proposed
method was better by approximately 14%, 15%, 8%, and 11% compared with the second-
highest method, co-clustering, in terms of MAE, RMSE, MAP, and NCDG, respectively,
while on the MovieLens-1M dataset, the proposed method outperformed the others by
12%, 19%, 6%, and 9% for the MAE, RMSE, MAP, and NCDG metrics, respectively.

Table 3. Experimental results in terms of the MAE, RMSE, MAP, and NDCG evaluation metrics on
the MovieLen datasets (100 K and 1 M).

MovieLens-100 K MovieLens-1 M
MAE RMSE MAP NDCG MAE RMSE MAP NDCG

KNN-Basic 0.856 1.087 0.107 0.136 0.803 1.009 0.127 0.149
KNN-w-Baseline 0.843 1.077 0.112 0.143 0.794 0.974 0.142 0.161
KNN-w-Means 0.831 1.063 0.115 0.149 0.783 0.953 0.166 0.173
Co-Clustering 0.824 1.052 0.121 0.156 0.776 0.872 0.170 0.189
ExtKNNCF 0.810 1.037 0.129 0.167 0.764 0.853 0.164 0.198

We conducted an additional experiment by varying the number of recommendations,
which aimed to compare the proposed method recommendation prediction accuracy with
other algorithms using various similarity measures such as the Jaccard similarity measure
(RJaccard), Jaccard mean squared difference Measure (RJMSD) [43,44], Jaccard similarity
measure using ratings (Rating-Jaccard) [45], and maximum probabilistic intuitionistic
preference-based recommender system (MPIP) [46]. The number of recommendations
was set as a set {5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 80} for this experiment. We used 5-fold cross-validation
during the testing phase with MAE and RMSE metrics. Based on the experimental results
presented in Figure 2, our approach outperformed all other algorithms for each number of
recommendations in the set N = {5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 80}. However, it is worth noting that the
prediction accuracy decreased when the number of recommendations increased.
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Figure 2. Comparison between the proposed method with RJaccard, RJMSD, Rating-Jaccard, and
MPIP according to the top-N recommendations prediction accuracy on MovieLens-100 K.

The cold start problem in this study refers to the challenge of making predictions for
new users with limited or no historical data. In the context of KNN, this can involve finding
similar instances based on available features and using their labels or classes to estimate the
label for the new instance. These solutions are standard in the existing methods mentioned
in the baselines section. The proposed ExtKNNCF model relies on collaborative filtering
and uses a different approach that involves labeling the cluster of similar users based on
their cognitive similarity and using this label to make predictions for new users. Hence,
our experiments aimed to demonstrate how the proposed method could outperform the
baseline methods in reducing the cold start problem. As shown in Table 3, ExtKNNCF
outperformed the other models across all assessment criteria, including MAE, RMSE, MAP,
and NDCG, indicating its superior efficacy in recommending items for new users or those
with scarce information. Moreover, a further experiment aimed to validate the accuracy
improvement in generating top-N recommendations as compared to other methods. The
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proposed method demonstrated better performance for all metrics. Therefore, by incorpo-
rating cognitive similarity with user preferences, ExtKNNCF generates more tailored and
personalized recommendations. This makes it effective in providing recommendations,
even when faced with limited user or item information.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed the ExtKNNCF, an adaptive KNN-based collaborative
filtering model that incorporates user cognition parameters. The user cognition parameters
allowed us to capture user preferences more accurately, thus enhancing the quality of the
recommendations. Through experiments conducted on the MovieLens dataset, includ-
ing MovieLens-100 K and MovieLens-1 M, we demonstrated that our proposed model
effectively generated top-N recommendations. Furthermore, we compared our proposed
method with other benchmarks, such as the KNN-Basic, KNN-w-Baseline, KNN-w-Means,
and co-clustering methods, as well as the RJaccard, RJMSD, Rating-Jaccard, and MPIP
methods, and found that the proposed method outperformed them for different evaluation
metrics. Our plans for future work involve expanding our recommendation system to
function as a cross-domain recommendation model that can deliver better performance
across multiple application domains. We also plan to analyze the execution time perfor-
mance of the proposed method, to verify its optimization. Moreover, we aim to deploy
experiments with more different benchmark datasets, such as FilmTrust and IMDB, to have
better validation results.
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